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Key Facts
Instant payments announced, as a further innovation in pan-European payments, to promote
free movement of capital in the European internal market
Payment transactions are to be processed within a few seconds, bringing major challenges for
banks, especially in regards to IT
Various implementation options for instant payments under discussion
Final rules for SEPA Credit Transfer (SCT Inst) scheme published on 30 November, launch due
in November 2017
Banks need to make use of additional potential of instant payments in combination with PSD II
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Figure 1 – Development of Instant Payments
set at 15,000 euros.
Numerous effects are expected as a result of

to clearing, meaning the settlement is
also carried out immediately

implementing instant payments. On the consumer side, it is hoped that this change will
bring about greater transparency in personal
liquidity management, enable peer-to-peer
payments without third-party involvement,
and see the end of express payments. From
the point of view of companies, potential benefits include the optimization of cashflow

On the other hand, a guarantee model
envisages banks providing each other
with guarantees, also allowing them to
issue the payment recipient with a guarantee. This would lead to a “near-instant” solution
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Figure 2: Process overview
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